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The Supposed Irreversibility of Brain Death  

 

Despite irreversibility being a fundamental aspect of our definition of brain death, it is 

minimally specified. What does it mean that brain death is irreversible? Does it mean that brain 

death cannot be reversed under any circumstances, with our current technology, or with any 

future technology? Does it mean that the reversal of brain death is logically, metaphysically, or 

empirically impossible? While doctors readily assume the irreversibility of brain death, only a 

few philosophers have stepped in to try and provide clarity. They present a variety of 

specifications of irreversibility, arguing that they each avoid pragmatic and metaphysical error. 

In fact, some have even argued that irreversibility should be removed from the definition 

entirely. That being said, there is still no consensus. 

 

David Cole argues that irreversibility should be removed from our conception of brain death 

(Cole 1992).  He considers a weak conception of irreversibility, where a patient’s state is 

reversible if the medical interventions presently available to her can reverse her state, and a 

strong conception, where her state is reversible if there exists any future medical intervention 

that could reverse it. According to Cole, the first is worrisome because patients with identical 

brain states would have different life/death states depending on the availability of (heretofore 

unused) medical interventions.  I reply that this worry is based on considerations about the 

distribution of medical resources, which is a practical worry rather than a metaphysical one. 

Shouldn’t life/death status be grounded in metaphysics rather than the practicalities of 

hospitals?  

 

Similarly, in the strong case Cole worries about the epistemic state of doctors, pointing out 

correctly that doctors would never be able to determine the state of their patients.  But why 

would this matter if brain death is a metaphysical, biological state rather than an empirical or 

socially constructed one?  Clearly this concern would be relevant to analyzing the relationship 

between medical practice and metaphysics, but it does not seem to have bearing on the 

metaphysics itself.  

 

Rather than being based in pragmatics or epistemology, irreversibility should be read as it is 

physically impossible for a patient’s state to be reversed at that (contemporaneous) time. 

Caching that out in possible world semantics, physically similar worlds are those that share the 

same natural laws as the actual world. A state is then irreversible if there are no physically 

similar worlds where the patient’s state could be reversed without violating the natural laws.  A 

patient’s state is reversible if there is a physically similar world where reversal would be 

consistent with the laws.  I present a variety of philosophical cases that support this definition, 

cases concerning identical twins, spontaneous explosion, and an infinite series of doors.  These 

cases put pressure on the alternative modal options: empirical, metaphysical, and logical 

possibility.  

 



Furthermore, including this notion of irreversibility in the definition of brain death would 

account well for medical cases where reversal of brain death may have actually occurred.  Alan 

Shewmon investigated the case of Jahi McMath, a young girl who was diagnosed as brain dead 

after a routine tonsillectomy (Shewmon 2018).  McMath was kept on life support for years, 

during which time her brain maintained more structure than expected.  Even more 

controversially, Shewmon explains that during that time McMath may have become capable of 

responding to commands.  If Shewmon is correct that McMath’s brain death state may have 

reversed, this case supports my proposed definition of irreversibility.  The reversal of McMath’s 

state may not have been contradictory to the laws of nature, instead merely being astronomically 

unlikely.  Therefore, her state was never irreversible.  

 

If my irreversibility were included in our definition of brain death, how would it impact our 

engagement with the dead?  Likely, many more people would be alive than we currently classify. 

There would be a set of patients who are alive because in some non-actual world, their brain 

state could be reversed, even though their brain state cannot be reversed in the actual world. 

This is a whole new set of patients who are currently classified as dead but who would be alive. If 

this is the case, Cole’s worry would be correct: no one would have epistemic access to the 

life/death status of these people, because people in the actual world would not know the relevant 

facts for physically similar worlds. Therefore, we could never know who is dead.  This would 

bring into question the acts of organ donation and care cessation.  Furthermore, concerning the 

current American federal rationale for why brain death is sufficient for death, I argue elsewhere 

that the irreversible loss of consciousness is the primary feature that differentiates brain dead 

patients from patients with persistent vegetative state (PVS).  If doctors cannot know whether a 

patient’s state is reversible, there would be no practical difference between patients with PVS 

and brain dead patients.  This would likely alter our treatment of brain dead bodies.  Finally, 

cryogenic companies would be performing a vital moral service, rather than an oddity, because 

they would be protecting the bodies of many living people. 

 

In all, I will present a definition of the irreversibility of brain death that has philosophical merit 

but practical ramifications, and I will argue for a substantial shift in the medical treatment of 

seemingly-dead bodies.  
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